Point of Care Exome Sequencing Reveals Allelic and Phenotypic Heterogeneity Underlying Mendelian disease in Qatar.
The effectiveness of next generation sequencing at solving genetic disease has motivated the rapid adoption of this technology into clinical practice around the world. In this study, we use whole exome sequencing (WES) to assess 48 patients with Mendelian disease from 30 serial families as part of the "Qatar Mendelian Disease pilot program" - a coordinated multi-center effort to build capacity and clinical expertise in genetic medicine in Qatar. By enrolling whole families (parents plus available siblings), we demonstrate significantly improved discriminatory power for candidate variant identification over trios for both de novo and recessive inheritance patterns. For the same index cases, we further demonstrate that even in the absence of families, variant prioritization is improved up to 8-fold when a modest set of population-matched controls is used vs large public databases, stressing the poor representation of Middle Eastern alleles in presently available databases. Our in-house pipeline identified candidate disease variants in 27 of 30 families (90%), 23 of which (85%) harbor novel pathogenic variants in known disease genes, pointing to significant allelic heterogeneity and founder mutations underlying Mendelian disease in the Middle East. For 6 of these families, the clinical presentation was only partially explained by the candidate gene, suggesting phenotypic expansion of known syndromes. Our pilot study demonstrates the utility of WES for Middle Eastern populations, the dramatic improvement in variant prioritization conferred by enrolling population-matched controls and/or enrolling additional unaffected siblings at the point-of-care, and 25 novel disease-causing alleles, relevant to newborn and premarital screening panels in regional populations.